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Abstract 

 
Wireless sensor networks are often deployed in public or otherwise untrusted and 

even hostile environments, which prompt a number of security issues. Although 

security is a necessity in other types of networks, it is much more so in sensor 

networks due to the resource-constraint, susceptibility to physical capture, and 

wireless nature. Till now, most of the security approaches proposed for sensor 

networks present single solution for particular and single problem. Therefore, to 

address the special security needs of sensor networks as a whole we introduce a 

security framework. In our framework, we emphasize the following areas: (1) 

secure communication infrastructure, (2) secure scheduling, and (3) a secure data 

aggregation algorithm. Due to resource constraints, specific strategies are often 

necessary to preserve the network’s lifetime and its quality of service. For 

instance, to reduce communication costs, data can be aggregated through the 

network, or nodes can go to sleep mode periodically (nodes scheduling). These 

strategies must be proven as secure, but protocols used to guarantee this security 

must be compatible with the resource preservation requirement. To achieve this 

goal, secure communications in such networks will be defined, together with the 

notions of secure scheduling and secure aggregation. The concepts of 

indistinguability, nonmalleability, and message detection resistance will thus be 

adapted to communications in wireless sensor networks. Finally, some of these 

security properties will be evaluated in concrete case studies. 

 

 

 

1     Introduction 
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In the last few years, wireless sensor networks (WSN) have gained increasing 

attention from both the research community and actual users. As sensor nodes are 

generally battery-powered devices, the critical aspects to face concern how to 

reduce the energy consumption of nodes, so that the network lifetime can be 

extended to reasonable times. Therefore, energy conservation is a key issue in the 

design of systems based on wireless sensor networks. In the literature, we can find 

different techniques to extend the sensor network lifetime [1]. For example, 

energy efficient protocols are aimed at minimizing the energy consumption during 

network activities. However, a large amount of energy is consumed by node 

components (CPU, radio, etc.) even if they are idle. Power management schemes 

are thus used for switching off node components that are temporarily not needed 

[2, 3, 4, 5]. Other techniques suitable to reduce the energy consumption of sensors 

are data acquisition (i.e. sampling or transmitting) reduction as data fusion and 

aggregation [6, 7, 8, and 9]. 

On the other hand, sensor networks are often deployed in unattended even 

hostile environments, thus leaving these networks vulnerable to passive and active 

attacks by the adversary. The communication between sensor nodes can be 

eavesdropped by the adversary and can forge the data. Sensor nodes should be 

resilient to these attacks. Therefore, one of the major challenges in such networks 

is how to provide connection between sensors and the base station and how to 

exchange the data while maintaining the security requirements and taking into 

consideration their limited resources. Until now, most of the security and saving 

energy approaches proposed for sensor networks propose single solution for 

particular and single problem. Therefore, to address the special security needs of 

sensor networks as a whole we introduce a security framework. In our framework, 

we emphasize the following areas: (1) secure communication infrastructure, (2) 

secure scheduling, and (3) a secure data aggregation algorithm. 

Secure communication infrastructure: In wireless sensor networks, a sensor 

node generally senses the data and sends to its neighbor nodes or to the sink (base 

station). Stationary adversaries equipped with powerful computers and 

communication devices may access whole WSN from a remote location. For 

instance, an intrusion detection system detects the different types of attacks and 

sends the report to base station. It uses all nodes or some special nodes to detect 

these types of attacks. These nodes co-operate with each other to take the decision 

and finally send the report to the base station. It requires lots of communication 

between the nodes. If adversary can trap the message exchanging between the 

nodes then he can easily tamper the messages and send the false information to 

the other nodes. Secure communication is a necessary condition in order to make 

the network smooth so that nodes can send data or exchange the message 

securely. In our paper, we provide the definition of a communication system for 

WSNs, and define some of the required security properties (indistinguability, 

nonmalleability, and message detection resistance) dedicated to sensor networks. 

Secure scheduling: The main objective of a secure scheduling is to prolong the 

whole network lifetime while fulfilling the surveillance application needs. In 

other words, a common approach is to define a subset of the deployed nodes to be 

active while the other nodes can sleep. In this paper, we present a novel 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/3301135_Maximal_Lifetime_Scheduling_for_Sensor_Surveillance_Systems_with_K_Sensors_to_One_Target?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220210523_Energy-efficient_coverage_problems_in_wireless_ad-hoc_sensor_networks?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/222652984_Energy_Conservation_in_Wireless_Sensor_Networks_A_Survey?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4273328_Coverage-Based_Information_Retrieval_for_Lifetime_Maximization_in_Sensor_Networks?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/223310150_Localization_and_Coverage_for_High_Density_Sensor_Networks?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
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scheduling algorithm where only a subset of nodes contribute significantly to 

detect intruders and prevent malicious attacker to predict the behavior of the 

network prior to intrusion. We present a random scheduling to solve this issue, by 

guaranteeing a uniform coverage while preventing attackers to predict the list of 

awaken nodes. 

Secure data aggregation algorithm: Since the deployed nodes are separated, 

they need to cooperatively communicate sensed data to the base station. To 

reduce the amount of sending data, an aggregation approach is often applied along 

the path from sensors to the sink. However, usually the carried information 

contains confidential data. Therefore, an end-to-end secure aggregation approach 

is required to ensure a healthy data reception. End-to-end encryption schemes that 

support operations over cypher-text have thus to be found for private party sensor 

network implementations. These schemes offer two main advantages: end-to-end 

concealment of data and ability to operate on cipher text, then no more decryption 

is required for aggregation. Unfortunately, nowadays these methods are very 

complex and not suitable for sensor nodes having limited resources. This example 

illustrates the necessity to adapt and rethink cryptographic definitions and 

protocols to the WSN context. In this paper, we propose a secure end-to-end 

encrypted-data aggregation scheme. It is based on elliptic curve cryptography that 

exploits a smaller key size. Additionally, it allows the use of higher number of 

operations on cypher-texts and prevents the distinction between two identical 

texts from their cryptograms. 

As discussed above, two strategies are in common used to extend the network 

lifetime while preserving its performance, namely the use of scheduling processes 

reducing the number of awakened nodes, or the data aggregation through the 

network to reduce the communication costs (transmissions are very energy-

consuming operations). These strategies take particular forms in hostile contexts, 

taking into account the fact that adversaries can benefit from potential weakness 

that can result from these strategies. The problem is that, currently, there is no 

formal and rigorous framework to evaluate these strategies and, generally 

speaking, to study the security of wireless sensor networks. 

Cryptographic tools are often relaxed for performances, and embedded into 

schemes or protocols, hoping that the resulting processes maintain a certain level 

of security. The underlying idea is that, due to resource constraints and other 

specific requirements of wireless sensor networks, conventional cryptography is 

not relevant to bring solutions to security issues that concretely occur in WSNs. 

The objective of this article is thus to provide a rigorous framework inherited 

from cryptography, that satisfies the level of exigency usually attained in that 

domain. More precisely, we will give definitions of security in wireless sensor 

networks compatible with the ones commonly formulated in cryptology. 

The main contributions of this document can be summarized as follows. A 

complete security framework for wireless sensor networks, investigating all the 

aspects of security related to WSNs, is proposed. This rigorous theoretical 

framework encompasses: (1) secure communication (communication systems, 

indistinguability, nonmalleability, and message detection), (2) cryptographically 

secure scheduling, and (3) secure aggregation of data. The formalism is as 
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rigorous as possible; it is inspired by equivalent formulations in cryptography, but 

is compliant with all the particularities of a WSN. A first scheduling algorithm 

proven as cryptographically secure is then given as another contribution of this 

paper, and a discussion of the efficiency vs. security compromise is then outlined. 

Finally, a method for secure data aggregation is proposed. Compared with up-to-

date state of the art in homomorphic encryption for data aggregation in WSN, the 

number of allowed aggregation functions is increased here. 

The remainder of this research work is organized as follows. In the next 

section we provide a general presentation for security in WSN. A rigorous 

formalism for secure communications in wireless sensor networks is presented in 

section 3, in which the notions of communication systems, indistinguability, 

nonmalleability, and message detection resistance are formalized rigorously in the 

WSN framework. In Section 4, the notion of secure scheduling is defined and 

applied on a given example. The security of data aggregation is studied in Section 

5. This section also contains a complete case study of a wireless sensor network 

that supports secure aggregations. This research work ends by a conclusion 

section, where our contribution is summarized and intended future work is 

presented. 

2     Security in WSN: General presentation 

Wireless nature of communication, lack of infrastructure and uncontrolled 

environment improve capabilities of adversaries in WSN. Stationary adversaries 

equipped with powerful computers and communication devices may access whole 

WSN from a remote location. They can gain mobility by using powerful laptops, 

batteries and antennas, and move around or within the WSN. In this section, we 

consider a WSN where nodes communicate together by sending data publicly. 

These transmitted data contain a message whose confidentiality must be 

preserved. For instance, transmitted data is the cryptogram of a message, 

modulated in an electromagnetic radiation, or the message is dissimulated into the 

electromagnetic radiation by using a spread spectrum information hiding 

technique. Wireless communication helps adversaries to perform variety of 

attacks. A secure communication can be used to provide the following general 

security goals: 

One-wayness (OW) The adversary who sees transmitted data is not able to 

compute the corresponding message. 

Indistinguability (IND) Observing transmitted data, the adversary learns nothing 

about the contained message. 

Non-malleability (NM) The adversary, observing data for a message m, cannot 

derive another data for a meaningful message m' related to m. 

The OW and IND goals relate to the confidentiality of messages sending 

through the WSN. The IND goal is, however, much more difficult to achieve than 

the one-wayness. Non-malleability guarantees that any attempt to manipulate the 

observed data to obtain a valid data will be unsuccessful (with a high probability). 
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The power of a polynomial attacker (with polynomial computing resources) 

very much depends on his/her knowledge about the system used to transform 

information in data. The weakest attacker is an outsider who knows the public 

embedding algorithm together with other public information about the setup of 

the system. The strongest attacker seems to be an insider (he/she is inside the 

network) who can access the extraction device (recovering information from data) 

in regular interval. The access to the extraction key is not possible as the 

extraction device is assumed to be tamperproof. 

An extraction oracle is a formalism that mimics an attacker’s access to the 

extraction device. The attacker can experiment with it providing data and 

collecting corresponding information from the oracle (the attacker cannot access 

to the decryption key). In general, the public-key WSN can be subjected to the 

following attacks (ordered in increasing strength): 
 

(NM, CDA2)   →   (NM, CDA1)   →   (NM, CIA) 

↕                       ↓                ↓ 

 (IND, CDA2)   →   (IND, CDA1)   →   (IND, CIA) 
 

Figure 1: Relations among security notions 

 

Chosen information attack (CIA) The attacker knows the embedding algorithm 

and the public elements including the public key (the embedding oracle is 

publicly accessible). 

Nonadaptative chosen data attack (CDA1) the attacker has access to the extraction 

oracle before he sees a data that he wishes to manipulate. 

Adaptative chosen data attack (CDA2) the attacker has access to the extraction 

oracle before and after he observes a data s that he wishes to manipulate 

(assuming that he is not allowed to query the oracle about the data s). 

The security level that a public-key WSN achieves can be specified by the 

pair (goal, attack), where the goal can be either OW, IND, or NM, and the attack 

can be either CIA, CDA1, or CDA2. For example, the level (NM, CIA) assigned 

to a public-key network says that the system is nonmalleable under the chosen 

message attack. There are two sequences of trivial implications 

• (NM, CDA2) ⇒ (NM, CDA1) ⇒ (NM, CIA), 

• (IND, CDA2) ⇒ (IND, CDA1) ⇒ (IND, CIA), 

which are true because the amount of information available to the attacker in CIA, 

CDA1, and CDA2 grows. Figure 1 shows the interrelation among different 

security notions. Consequently, we can identify the hierarchy of security levels. 

The top level is occupied by (NM, CDA2) and (IND, CDA2). The bottom level 

contains (IND, CIA) only as the weakest level of security. If we are after the 

strongest security level, it is enough to prove that our network attains the (IND, 

CDA2) level of security. 
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Table 1: Notations 

3    Rigorous Formalism for Secure Communications in 

WSNs 

In this section, we present new principles formalism for secure communication in 

wireless sensor networks. We start by introducing some notations in table 1 in use 

in the remainder of this document, before defining the communication system in 

WSN and other security concerns. 

 

⟦1; 𝑁⟧ → {1, 2, … , 𝑁} 

    𝑓𝐾 → kth composition of a function  f 

X × Y   → the Cartesian product of the two sets 

X n
 → the Cartesian product X × X × . . . × X (n times) 

maxA → the greatest element in the set N 

ln → Neperian logarithm 

loga(x) → the logarithm of x to base a 

[a,b[ → the real interval {x ∈ ℕ | a ≤ x < b} 

Sn → the nth term of a sequence S = (S1, S2 . . .) 

gcd(a,b) → the greatest common divisor of a and b 

OW → One-wayness 

IND → Indistinguability 

NM → Non-malleability 

CIA → Chosen information attack 

CDA1 → Nonadaptative chosen data attack 

CDA2 → Adaptative chosen data attack 

Pr → Probability of 

Adv → advantage of an adversary 

InSec → insecurity 
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3.1    Communication System in a WSN 

Definition 1 (Communication system) Let S, M, and Ҡ = {0, 1}ℓ three sets of 

words on {0, 1} called respectively the sets of transmission supports, of messages, 

and of keys (of size ℓ ). 

A communication system on (S, M, Ҡ) is a tuple (𝜏, 𝜀, 𝑖𝑛𝑣) such that: 

•  𝜏 : S × M × Ҡ →  S, (𝑠, 𝑚, 𝑘)  ↦  𝜏 (𝑠, 𝑚, 𝑘)  =  𝑠’,  is the insertion 

function, which put the message m into the support of transmission 𝑠 

according to the key 𝑘, leading to the transmitted data 𝑠′.  

• 𝜏 : S × Ҡ  →  M, (𝑠, 𝑘) ↦ 𝜀(𝑠, 𝑘) = 𝑚’,  defined as the extraction 

function, which extract a message 𝑚′ from a transmitted data 𝑠, depending 

on a key 𝑘. 

• 𝑖𝑛𝑣 ∶ Ҡ → Ҡ, s.t.  ∀𝑘 ∈ Ҡ, ∀(𝑠, 𝑚)  ∈  S×M, 𝜀(𝜏 (𝑠, 𝑚, 𝑘), 𝑖𝑛𝑣 (𝑘)) =

 𝑚, which is the function that can “invert” the effects of the key 𝑘, producing 

the message 𝑚 that has been embedded into s using 𝑘.  

• 𝜏  and 𝜀  can be computed in polynomial time, and 𝜏  is a probabilistic 

algorithm (the same values inputted twice produce two different transmitted 

data). 

 

𝑘 is called the embedding key and 𝑘’ =  𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑘) the extraction key. If ∀k ∈ Ҡ, 

𝑘 =  𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑘),  the communication system through the WSN is said symmetric 

(private-key), otherwise it is asymmetric (public-key). 

 

3.2    Indistinguability 

Suppose that the adversary has two messages 𝑚1, 𝑚2 and a transmitted data 𝑠 in 

his/her possession. He/she knows that 𝑠 contains either 𝑚1 or 𝑚2. Our intention is 

to define the fact that, having all these materials, the key, and the insertion 

function (we take place into the (IND, CIA) context), he cannot determine with a 

non-negligible probability the message that has been embedded into 𝑠. 
The difficulty of the challenge comes, for a large extends, from the fact that 

the insertion algorithm 𝜏  is a probabilistic one, which is a common-sense 

assumption usually required in cryptography. 

Definition 2 An Indistinguability I-adversary is a couple (𝐴1, 𝐴2) of nonuniform 

algorithms, each with access to an oracle O. 

Definition 3 (Indistinguability) for a public communication system in WSN 

(𝜏, 𝜀, 𝑖𝑛𝑣) on (𝑆, 𝑀, {0, 1}ℓ), define the advantage of an I-adversary A by 
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We define the insecurity of S =  (𝜏, 𝜀, 𝑖𝑛𝑣)  with respect to the 

Indistinguability as 

𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑆
𝐼−𝑂(𝑡) = max

A
 { 𝐴𝑑𝑣A

 𝐼−𝑂} 

where the maximum is taken over all adversaries A with total running time t. 

We distinguish three kinds of oracles: 

 

• The Non-adaptative oracle, denoted NA, where 𝐴1 and 𝐴2 can only access to 

the elements of the communication system. 

• The Adaptative oracle, denoted AD1, where 𝐴1 has access the communication 

system and to an oracle that can in a constant time provide a message 𝑚’ from 

any transmitted data  𝜏 (𝑀’, 𝑚’, 𝑘’),  without knowing neither 𝑀’  nor 𝑘 ’ nor 

𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑘’). In this context, 𝐴2 has no access to this oracle. 

• The Strong adaptative oracle, denoted AD2, where 𝐴1  has access to the 

communication system and to an oracle that can in a constant time provide a 

message 𝑚’ from any transmitted data 𝜏 (𝑀’, 𝑚’, 𝑘’), without knowing neither 

𝑀 nor 𝑘’ nor 𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑘’). In this context, 𝐴2 has also access to this oracle but for the 

message 𝜏 (𝑀, 𝑚𝑏, 𝑘). 

3.3    Relation Based Non-malleability 

In some scenarios, malicious nodes can integrate the WSN, hoping by doing so to 

communicate false information to the other nodes. We naturally suppose that 

communications are secured. The problem can be formulated as follows: is it 

possible for the attacker to take benefits from his/her observations, in order to 

forge transmitted data either by embedding erroneous messages, or sending data 

that appear to be similar with what a node is supposed to produce.  

As wireless sensor networks have usually a dynamical architecture, the 

(dis)appearance of nodes is not necessarily suspected. Authentication protocols 

can be deployed into the WSN, but in some cases such authentication is 

irrelevant, because of its energy consumption, communication cost, or rigidity. 

We focus in this section on the possibility to propose a secured communication 

scheme in WSN that prevents an attacker to forge such malicious transmitted 

data. Such non-malleability property can be formulated as follows. 

Definition 4 A Relation Based NM-adversary is a nonuniform algorithm A 

having access to an oracle O. 
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Definition 5 (Relation Based Non-malleability) For a public communication 

system (𝜏, 𝜀, 𝑖𝑛𝑣) on (S, M, {0, 1}ℓ), define the advantage of a NM-adversary A 

by 

 

𝐴𝑑𝑣A
 𝑁𝑀−𝑂(𝑚) = Pr   
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where 𝑅 ∶ M → P(M) is a function that map any message 𝑚 to a subset of M 

containing messages related to 𝑚  (for a given property). For instance, if we 

suppose that an attacker has inserted or corrupted some nodes in a network that 

measures temperature, he can make these nodes send wrong temperatures values 

fixed a priori. 

We can now define the insecurity of S  = (𝜏, 𝜀, 𝑖𝑛𝑣)  with respect to the 

relation Based Non-malleability as 

𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑆
𝑁𝑀−𝑂(𝑡) =  max 

A
{max

𝑚∈
 {𝐴𝑑𝑣A

 𝑁𝑀−𝑂(𝑚)}}  

where the maximum is taken over all adversaries A with total running time t. 
Similar kinds of oracles than previously can be defined in that context.  

3.4    Message Detection Resistance 

We now address the particular case where transmitted data can contain or not an 

embedded message. For security reasons, it is sometimes required that an attacker 

cannot determine when information are transmitted through the network. For 

instance, in a video surveillance context, suppose that an attacker can determine 

when an intrusion is detected, or when something considered as suspicious is 

forwarded through the nodes to the sink. Then he/she can use this knowledge to 

deduce what kind of behavior is suspicious for the network, adapting so his/her 

attacks. Decoys are often proposed to make such attacks impossible: transmitted 

data do not always contain information; some of the communications are only 

realized to mislead the attacker. The quantity and frequency of these decoys must 

naturally respect the energy consumption requirement, and a compromise must be 

found on the message/decoy rate to face such attacks while preserving the WSN 

lifetime. However, such an approach supposes that the attacker is unable to make 

the distinction between decoys and meaningful communications. Such a 

supposition leads to the following definitions. 

Definition 6 (Detection Resistance) A Detection Resistance DR-adversary is a 

couple (𝐴1, 𝐴2) of nonuniform algorithms, each with access to an oracle O. 

Definition 7 (Message Detection Resistance) For a public communication system 

(𝜏, 𝜀, 𝑖𝑛𝑣) on (S, M, {0, 1}ℓ), define the advantage of a DR-adversary A by 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:RomanM-01.png
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where the set defining 𝛼 is a non-ordered one.  

We define the insecurity of S = (𝜏, 𝜀, 𝑖𝑛𝑣)  with respect to the Message 

Detection Resistance as 

𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑆
𝐷𝑅−𝑂(𝑡) = max

A

 ODRAdv 
A

 

where the maximum is taken over all adversaries A with total running time t. 

Similar kinds of oracles than previously can be defined in that context.  

4    Secure Scheduling 

4.1   Motivations 

A common way to enlarge lifetime of a wireless sensor network is to consider that 

not all of the nodes have to be awakened: a subset of well-chosen nodes 

participates temporarily to the task devoted to the network [10, 11] (video 

surveillance of an area of interest, sensing environmental values ...), whereas the 

other nodes sleep in order to preserve their batteries. Obviously, the scheduling 

process determining the nodes that have to be awakened at each time must be 

defined carefully, both for guaranteeing a certain level of quality in the assigned 

task and to preserve the network capability over time. Problems that are of 

importance in that approach are often related to coverage, ratio of awaken vs 

sleeping nodes, efficient transmission of wake up orders, and capability for the 

partial network to satisfy, with a sufficient quality, the objectives it has been 

designed for. Existing surveillance application works focus on finding an efficient 

deployment pattern so that the average overlapping area of each sensor is 

bounded. The authors in [12] analyze new deployment strategies for satisfying 

some given coverage probability requirements with directional sensing models. A 

model of directed communications is introduced to ensure and repair the network 

connectivity. Based on a rotatable directional sensing model, the authors in [13] 

present a method to deterministically estimate the amount of directional nodes for 

a given coverage rate. A sensing connected sub-graph accompanied with a convex 

hull method is introduced to model a directional sensor network into several parts 

in a distributed manner. With adjustable sensing directions, the coverage 

algorithm tries to minimize the overlapping sensing area of directional sensors 

only with local topology information. Lastly, in [14], the authors present a 

distributed algorithm that ensures both coverage of the deployment area and 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/223745372_Risk-based_adaptive_scheduling_in_randomly_deployed_video_sensor_networks_for_critical_surveillance_applications?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/224198041_Performance_study_of_multiple_cover-set_strategies_for_mission-critical_video_surveillance_with_wireless_video_sensors?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/224131714_Dynamic_Scheduling_of_Cover-Sets_in_Randomly_Deployed_Wireless_Video_Sensor_Networks_for_Surveillance_Applications?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220201621_Some_problems_of_directional_sensor_networks?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
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network connectivity, by providing multiple cover sets to manage Field of View 

redundancies and reduce objects disambiguation.  

All the above algorithms depend on the geographical location information of 

sensor nodes. These algorithms aim to provide a complete-coverage network so 

that any point in the target area would be covered by at least one sensor node. 

However, this strategy is not as energy-efficient as what we expect because of the 

following two reasons. Firstly, the energy cost and system complexity involved in 

obtaining geometric information may compromise the effect of those algorithms. 

Secondly, sensor nodes located at the edge of the area of interest must be always 

in an active state as long as the region is required to be completely covered. These 

nodes will die after some time and their coverage area will be left without 

surveillance. Thus, the network coverage area will shrink gradually from outside 

to inside. This condition is unacceptable in surveillance applications and 

(intelligent) intrusion detection, because the major goal here is to detect intruders 

as they cross a border or as they penetrate a protected area.  

In case of hostile environments, security plays an important role in the written 

of the scheduling program. Indeed an attacker, observing the manner nodes are 

waken up, should not be able to determine the scheduling program. For instance, 

in a video surveillance context, if the attacker is able to determine at some time 

the list of the sleeping nodes, then he can possibly achieve an intrusion without 

being detected [15].  

Obviously, a random scheduling can solve the issues raised above, by 

guaranteeing a uniform coverage while preventing attackers to predict the list of 

awaken nodes. However, this approach needs random generators into nodes, 

which cannot be obtained by deterministic algorithms embedded into the network. 

Even if truly random generators (TRG) can be approximated by physical devices, 

they need a certain quantity of resources, suppose that the environment under 

observation has a sufficient variability of a given set of physical properties (to 

produce the physical noise source required in that TRG), and are less flexible or 

adaptable on demand than pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs). 

Furthermore, neither their randomness nor their security can be mathematically 

proven: these generators can be biased or wrongly designed.  

Being able to guarantee a certain level of security in scheduling leads to the 

notion of secure scheduling proposed below. 

4.2    Secure Scheduling in Wireless Sensor Networks 

Two kinds of scheduling processes can be defined: each node can embed its own 

program, determining when it has to sleep (local approach), or the sink or some 

specific nodes can be responsible of the scheduling process, sending sleep or 

wake up orders to the nodes that have to change their states (global approach).  

We consider that a deterministic scheduling algorithm is a function S : 

{0, 1}𝑛  →  {0, 1}𝑀, where 𝑀 >  𝑛. This definition can be understood as follows: 

• The value inputted in S is the secret key launching the scheduling process. It 

can be shown as the seed of a PRNG. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268743260_Secure_Scheduling_of_Wireless_Video_Sensor_Nodes_for_Surveillance_Applications?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
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• In case of a local approach, the binary sequence produced by this function 

corresponds to the moments where the node must be awaken: if the k-th term of 

this sequence is 0, then the node can go to sleep mode between 𝑡𝑘 and 𝑡𝑘+1. 

• In case of a global approach, the binary sequence returned by S can be divided 

by blocs, such that each bloc contains the id of the node to which an order of state 

change will be send.  

 

Loosely speaking, S is called a secure scheduling if it maps uniformly 

distributed input (the secret key or seed of the scheduling process) into an output 

which is computationally indistinguishable from uniform. The precise definition 

is given below. 

 

Definition 8  A T-time algorithm D : {0, 1}M  ⟶  0, 1  is said to be a 

(𝑇, 𝜀) −distinguisher for S if 

 

Pr[D(S(𝔘2
𝑛)) = 1]   ̶  Pr[D(𝔘2

𝑀) = 1]  ≥ 𝜀 

  

where 𝔘2 is the uniform distribution on {0, 1}. 

Definition 9 (Secure scheduling) Algorithm S is called a (𝑇, 𝜀) − secure 

scheduling if no (𝑇, 𝜀) −distinguisher exists for S. 

Adapting the proofs of [16, 17], it is possible to show that a 

(𝑇, 𝜀) −distinguisher exists if and only if a T-time algorithm can, knowing the 

first l bits of a scheduling s, predict the (𝑙 +  1)−st bit of s with probability 

significantly greater than 0.5. This comes from the fact that a PRNG passes the 

next-bit test if and only if it passes all polynomial-time statistical tests [16, 17]. 

An important question is what level of security (𝑇, 𝜀) suffices for practical 

applications in scheduled wireless sensor networks. Unfortunately, the level of 

security is often chosen arbitrarily. It is reasonable to require that a scheduling 

process is secure for all pairs (𝑇, 𝜀) such that the time-success ratio 𝑇/𝜀 is below 

a certain bound. In the next section we present an illustration of this notion. 

4.3    Practical Study 

Suppose that a wireless sensor node has been scheduled by a Blum-Blum-Shub 

BBS pseudorandom generator. This generator produces bits 𝑦0, 𝑦1, …,  and the 

node is awaken during the time interval [𝑡𝑖; 𝑡𝑖+1[ if and only if 𝑦𝑖 = 1.  

Let us recall that the Blum Blum Shum generator [18] (usually denoted by 

BBS) is defined by the following process: 

1. Generate two large secret random and distinct primes 𝑝 and q, each congruent 

to 3 modulo 4, and compute 𝑁 =  𝑝𝑞. 

2. Select a random and secret seed 𝑠 ⟦1, 𝑁 − 1⟧ such that 𝑔𝑐𝑑(𝑠, 𝑁) = 1, and 

compute 𝑥0 = 𝑠2(mod 𝑁). 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4355261_Theory_and_application_of_trapdoor_functions?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4355261_Theory_and_application_of_trapdoor_functions?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220431496_How_to_construct_random_functions?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220431496_How_to_construct_random_functions?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
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3. For 1 ≤  𝑖 ≤  𝑙 do the following:  

(a) 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖−1
2 (mod 𝑁).  

(b) 𝑦𝑖 = the least significant bit of 𝑥𝑖. 

4. The output sequence is 𝑦1, 𝑦1, … , 𝑦𝑙   

Suppose now that the network will work during 𝑀 = 100 time units, and that 

during this period, an attacker can realize 1012 clock cycles. We thus wonder 

whether, during the network’s lifetime, the attacker can distinguish this sequence 

from truly random one, with a probability greater than 𝜀 = 0.2. We consider that 𝑁 

has 900 bits. 

The scheduling process is the BBS generator, which is cryptographically 

secure. More precisely, it is (𝑇, 𝜀)-secure: no (𝑇, 𝜀)-distinguishing attack can be 

successfully realized on this PRNG, if [19]  

 

T ≤ 
𝐿(𝑁) 

6𝑁(𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑁))𝜀−2𝑀2 − 27𝑁𝜀−2𝑀2𝑙𝑜𝑔2(8𝑁𝜀−1𝑀) 

 

where 𝑀 is the length of the output (𝑀 =  100 in our example), and 

𝐿(𝑁) = 2.8 × 10−3𝑒𝑥𝑝 (1.9229 × (𝑁𝑙𝑛(2) ln(2)
1
3) × ln (𝑁 𝑙𝑛2)

2
3) 

is the number of clock cycles to factor a 𝑁−bit integer. 

A direct numerical application shows that this attacker cannot achieve its 

(1012, 0.2) distinguishing attack in that context. 

4.4    Results study 

This section presents simulation results on comparing our approach to the 

standard C++ rand()-based approach with random intrusions. We use the 

OMNET++ simulation environment and the next node selection will either use 

our approach or the C++ rand() function (rand() % 2n) to produce a random 

number between 0 and 2𝑛 . For these set of simulations, 128 sensor nodes are 

randomly deployed in a 75𝑚 ∗  75𝑚  area. First, we noted the percentage of 

active nodes, which is the average number of nodes involved in the active set over 

initial number of deployed sensors. This metric reflects, to a certain extent, the 

effectiveness of the proposed scheduling approach. The requirement of 

minimizing power consumption boils down to that of minimizing the number of 

working sensors. Figure 2 shows the percentage of active nodes. Both our 

approach and the standard rand() function have similar behavior: the percentage 

of active nodes progressively decreases due to battery shortage. From this result 

we can notice that these approaches improve the network lifetime. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/225349065_Stronger_Security_Proofs_for_RSA_and_Rabin_Bits?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
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Figure 2: Percentage of active nodes 

 

Another result we want to show is the energy consumption distribution. We 

recorded every 10s the energy level of each sensor node in the field and computed 

the mean and the standard deviation. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the standard 

deviation during the network lifetime. We can see that our approach selection 

provides a slightly better distribution of activity than the standard rand() function. 

This better distribution of the node’s activity has the beneficial effect to increase 

the detection quality: as nodes are used more equally, there are less "holes" in the 

surveillance network due to some nodes having battery shortage earlier. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Evolution of the energy consumption’s standard deviation. 
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5     Cryptographically Secure Data Aggregation in WSN 

5.1    Theoretical Framework 

To finalize the definition of a cryptographically secure wireless sensor, we need 

to introduce rigorously the notion of secure data aggregation in such networks. 

Definition 10 (Aggregator) Let S = (τ, 𝜀, inv) a public communication system 

on (S, M, {0, 1}ℓ), and 𝑐 ∶ {0, 1}𝑛  →  {0, 1}𝑚, 𝑚 <  𝑛, a compression function.  

A c-aggregator function on S is a couple of algorithms 𝐴𝑔𝑔  :  𝑆𝑝 → S, 𝑖𝑛𝑣 ∶ 

ҠP →Ҡ, with 𝑝 >  1, such that 𝐴𝑔𝑔 is a probabilistic algorithm, 𝐴𝑔𝑔 and 𝐼𝑛𝑣 

can be computed polynomially, and ∀ 𝑠1, …, 𝑠𝑝 ∈ S, ∀𝑚1, … , 𝑚𝑝 ∈ M, 

 ∀𝑘1, … , 𝑘𝑝 ∈ Ҡ, 

𝐴𝑔𝑔(𝜏(𝑠1, 𝑚1, 𝑘1), … , 𝜏((𝑠𝑝, 𝑚𝑝, 𝑘𝑝)) = 𝑠′  

satisfies 𝜀(𝑠′, 𝐼𝑛𝑣(𝑘1, … , 𝑘𝑝)) = 𝑐(𝑚1, … , 𝑚𝑝).  
The idea is that, as for hash functions, the security of the aggregator lays on 

the security of the compression function.  

We now show how these materials for security can be applied in concrete 

wireless sensor networks. 

 

5.2    Practical study of secure aggregation in WSN 

5.2.1    The Model 

Let us consider the tree-based wireless sensor network as shown in Fig. 4. When 

security properties are not taken into account, this protocol is the well-known 

tree-based aggregation model for WSN, which has already been well-studied 

several times in the literature (see, e.g., [20, 21, 22, 23]). For the correctness of 

this protocol, reader is referred to [24, 25] for instance. Our goal is to prevent 

attackers from gaining any information about sensed data, while preserving the 

network lifetime. For the proposed context, suppose that scheduling is not 

possible, but that the intermediate nodes have the ability to make simple 

arithmetic operations of aggregation to reduce the global simulation cost. We 

suppose that this WSN is deployed in a hostile environment. Therefore, ensuring 

an end-to-end privacy between sensor nodes and the sink becomes problematic. 

This is largely because popular and existing cyphers are not additively 

homomorphic. In other words, the summation of encrypted data does not allow 

for the retrieval of the sum of the plain text values. Moreover, privacy existing 

homomorphisms have usually exponential bound in computation. 

 

 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228988273_Secure_data_aggregation_in_wireless_sensor_network_A_survey?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/2837759_The_Impact_of_Data_Aggregation_in_Wireless_Sensor_Networks?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/221080658_SEDAN_Secure_and_Efficient_protocol_for_Data_Aggregation_in_wireless_sensor_Networks?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-47a640e3608a82d4dfd17556a793df9e-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI4MjQ4NTEwODtBUzozOTcxODkxNjA0MjM0MjZAMTQ3MTcwODY4MzYzNA==
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Figure 4: Tree-based data aggregation in sensor networks 

 

5.2.2    Related Work 

Some privacy homomorphism based researches have been proposed recently [26, 

27, 28] that, without participating in checking, the aggregators can directly 

aggregate the encrypted data. The problem of aggregating encrypted data in 

sensor networks was introduced in [27] and further refined in [26]. The authors 

propose to use homomorphic encryption schemes to enable arithmetic operations 

over cypher-texts that need to be transmitted in a multi-hop manner. However, 

these approaches provide a higher level of system security, since nodes would not 

be equipped with private keys, which would limit the advantage gained by an 

attacker compromising some of the nodes. Unfortunately, existing privacy 

homomorphisms used for data aggregation in sensor networks have exponential 

bound in computation. For instance, Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) based 

cryptosystems [29, 30] are used, which require high CPU and memory 

capabilities to perform exponential operations. It is too computationally expensive 

to implement in sensor nodes. Moreover, the expansion in bit size during the 

transformation of plain text to cypher-text introduces costly communication 

overhead, which directly translates to a faster depletion of the sensors energy. On 

the other hand and from security viewpoint, the cryptosystems [31] used in these 

approaches were cryptanalyzed [32, 33], which means they cannot guarantee 

anymore high security levels. Some other methods are also reported for security 

in pervasive sensor networks [34, 35, 36, 37]. In [34], the authors proposed a 

pervasive, secure access scheme for a hierarchical-based architecture that closely 

matches that of MEDiSN. A QoS architecture to provide a level of quality 

assurance for applications in heterogeneous environments is discussed in [37]. 

The proposal implements a schedule-based approach that draws on information 
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about delay, loss and current network resources, and adjusts the scheduler to 

improve the video quality of delivery.  

Finally, in SecureDAV [38], authors develop a key establishment protocol that 

generates a secret cluster key for each cluster. The share will be used to generate 

partial signatures on the readings, ensuring node authentication. Then a secure 

data aggregation and verification (SecureDAV) protocol is proposed, that ensures 

that the base station does not accept faulty readings. However, only one kind of 

aggregation is possible with such an approach.  

In this paper we try to relax the statements above by investigating elliptic 

curve cryptography that allows feasible and suitable data aggregation in sensor 

networks beside the security of homomorphisms schemes. Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography has been the top choice among various public key cryptography 

options due to its fast computation, compact signatures, and small key size [39, 

40, 41]. The authors in [41] propose digital signature algorithm that is based on 

the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm to reduce energy consumption. In 

[42] a cooperative secure data aggregation in sensor networks is proposed which 

exploits Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) based security methods to 

achieve cooperative secure information integration. In [40], a concealed data 

aggregation scheme extended from Boneh et al.’s [43] homomorphic public 

encryption system is proposed. It is designed for a multi-application environment. 

The base station extracts application-specific data from aggregated ciphertexts. 

Despite the recent progress on elliptic curve cryptography for secure data 

aggregation in sensor networks, all the previous attempts have limitations. A 

common limitation of all these efforts is that all these attempts were developed as 

independent study without seriously considering the resource demands of sensor 

network aggregation and arithmetic operations.  

First of all, our proposed scheme for secure data aggregation in sensor 

networks is based on a cryptosystem that has been proven safe and has not been 

cryptanalyzed. Indeed, it is known to be the sole secure and almost fully 

homomorphic cryptosystem usable now. Another property that enforces the 

security level of such an approach is coming from the fact that, as it is the case in 

ElGamal cryptosystem, for two identical messages it generates two different 

cryptograms. This property suggested fundamental for security in sensor networks 

[43, 44, 45], to the best of our knowledge, was not addressed in previous 

homomorphism-based security data aggregation researches. Beside all these 

properties and due to the use of elliptic curves, our approach saves energy by 

allowing nodes to encrypt and aggregate data without the need of high 

computations. Lastly, the scheme we use allows more aggregations types over 

cypher data than the homomorphic cryptosystems used until now. 

5.2.3 The Elliptic Curves 

Let us recall that [39] elliptic curves used in cryptography are typically defined 

over two types of finite fields: prime fields 𝔽𝑝, where p is a large prime number, 

and binary extension fields 𝔽2𝑚  [46]. In our paper, as in [47, 48], we focus on 

elliptic curves over 𝔽𝑝. Let 𝑝 >  3, then an elliptic curve over 𝔽𝑝 is defined by a 

cubic equation  𝑦2 = 𝑥3 + 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏 as the set  
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𝜀 = {(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝔽𝑝 ×  𝔽𝑝 , 𝑦
2 

≡ 𝑥
3

+ 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏(mod 𝑝)} 

 

where 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝔽𝑝  are constants such that 4𝑎3  +  27𝑏2  ≢  0 (mod 𝑝). An elliptic 

curve over 𝔽𝑝  consists of the set of all pairs of affine coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦)  for 

𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝔽𝑝  that satisfy an equation of the above form and an infinity point O.  

The point addition and its special case, point doubling over  𝜀 is defined as 

follows (the arithmetic operations are defined in 𝔽𝑝 ) [39] : 

Let 𝑃 = (𝑥1, 𝑦1) and 𝑄 = (𝑥2, 𝑦2) be two points of  𝜀. Then: 
 

 

    𝑃 + 𝑄 = {
𝒪                    𝑖𝑓    𝑥2 = 𝑥1 and 𝑦2 = −𝑦1,

   (𝑥3, 𝑦3)            otherwise
  

                 
                      

(1) 

 

where: 

 

• 𝑥3 = 2λ − 𝑥1 − 𝑥2, 

• 𝑦3 = λ × (𝑥1 − 𝑥3) − 𝑦1, 
 

λ = {
   (𝑦2 −   𝑦1) × (𝑥2 − 𝑥1)−1                  𝑖𝑓    𝑃 ≠ 𝑄,

(3𝑥1
2 + 𝑎) × (2𝑦1)−1                          if    𝑃 = 𝑄.

    
               

                         (2) 

 

Finally, we define 𝑃 + O = O + 𝑃 = , ∀𝑃 ∈ 𝜀, which leads to a commutative 

group (𝜀, +).  On the other hand the multiplication 𝑛 ×  𝑃  means 𝑃 +
 𝑃 + . . . . + 𝑃  𝑛 times and −𝑃 is the symmetric of 𝑃 for the group law + defined 

above for all  𝑃 ∈ 𝜀. 

5.2.4    Public/Private Keys Generation with ECC 

In this section we recall how to generate public and private keys for encryption, 

following the cryptosystem proposed by Boneh et al. [43]. The analysis of the 

complexity will be treated in a later section.  

Let  𝜏 > 0 be an integer called “security parameter”. To generate public and 

private keys, first of all, two  𝜏-bits prime numbers must be computed. Therefore, 

a cryptographic pseudo-random generator can be used to obtain two vectors of 𝜏 

bits, 𝑞1 and 𝑞2. Then, a Miller-Rabin test can be applied for testing the primality 

or not of  𝑞1 and 𝑞2. We denote by 𝑛 the product of 𝑞1 and 𝑞2, 𝑛 =  𝑞1𝑞2, and by 

𝑙 the smallest positive integer such that 𝑝 =  𝑙 ×  𝑛 −  1.  𝑙 is a prime number 

while 𝑝 =  2 (mod 3).  

In order to find the private and public keys, we define a group 𝐻 , which 

presents the points of the super-singular elliptic curve 𝑦2  =  𝑥3 + 1 defined over 

𝔽𝑝. It consists of  𝑝 +  1 =  𝑛 ×  𝑙  points, and thus has a subgroup of order  𝑛, 

we call it 𝐺. In another step, we compute g and u as two generators of 𝐺 and ℎ =
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 𝑞2  ×  𝑢.  Then, following [43], the public key will be presented by 

(𝑛, 𝐺, 𝑔, ℎ) and the private key by 𝑞1 . Finally, it is supposed that each node 

embeds a cryptographically secure PRNG like the BBS one, which has been 

seeded randomly. Thus, at any time a random integer is required, a call to this 

primitive is realized (its cost is negligible compared to the other operations 

detailed in what follows). 

5.2.5    Encryption and Decryption 

After the private/public keys generation, we proceed now to the two encryption 

and decryption phases: 

• Encryption: Assuming that our messages space consists of integers in the 

set {0, 1, . . . , 𝑇}, where 𝑇 <  𝑞2, and 𝑚 the (integer) message to encrypt. 

Firstly, a random positive integer is picked from the interval [0, 𝑛 −  1]. 
Then, the cypher-text is defined by 

𝐶 =  𝑚 ×  𝑔 +  𝑟 ×  ℎ ∈  𝐺, 

in which + and × refer to the addition and multiplication laws defined 

previously. 

• Decryption: Once the message 𝐶 arrived to destination, to decrypt it, we 

use the private key 𝑞1 and the discrete logarithm of (𝑞1  ×  𝐶) base 𝑞1  ×
 𝑔 as follows: 

𝑚 =  𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑞1×𝑔 𝑞1  ×  𝐶. 

This takes expected time √𝑇 using Pollard’s lambda method. Moreover, 

this decryption can be speed-up by precomputing a table of powers of 

𝑞1  ×  𝑔. 

The encryption stage can be rewritten according to the notations introduced in 

Def 1. Let 𝑠 be a carrier wave, 𝑚  the message to secure (an integer), and 

(𝑛, 𝐺, 𝑔, ℎ) be the public key as defined previously. Then 𝜏 (𝑠, 𝑚, (𝑛, 𝐺, 𝑔, ℎ)) =

𝑖𝑠(𝑚𝑔 + 𝑟ℎ),  where 𝑟  is a random integer as described above, and 𝑖𝑠  is a 

frequency modulation function that conveys the 𝑚𝑔 + 𝑟ℎ information over the 

carrier wave 𝑠  by varying its instantaneous frequency. More precisely, the 

information is here a point of the elliptic curve, that is, two integers lower than 𝑝, 

or two binary vectors of size lower than 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑝). So any frequency modulation 

technique for binary sequences can be used as 𝑖𝑠. 

5.2.6    Homomorphic Properties 

The proposed approach supports homomorphic properties, which gives us the 

ability to execute operations on values even though they have been encrypted. 

Indeed, it allows 𝑁  additions and one multiplication directly on cryptograms, 

which prevents the decryption phase at the aggregators level and saves nodes 

energy, which is crucial in sensor networks.  
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Additions over cypher-texts are done as follows: let 𝑚1 and 𝑚2  be two 

messages and 𝐶1, 𝐶2 their cypher-texts respectively. Then the sum of 𝐶1 and 𝐶2, 

let’s call it C, is represented by  

𝐶 =  𝐶1  +  𝐶2  +  𝑟 ×  ℎ, 

where 𝑟  is an integer randomly chosen in [0, 𝑛 − 1]  and ℎ =  𝑞2  × 𝑢  as 

presented in the previous section. This sum operation guarantees that the 

decryption value of 𝐶 is the sum  𝑚1  +  𝑚2. The addition operation can be done 

several times, which means we can do sums of encrypted sums.  

The multiplication of two encrypted values and its decryption are done as 

follows: let 𝑒 be the modified Weil pairing on the curve and 𝑔, ℎ the points of 𝐺 

as defined previously. Let us recall that this modified Weil pairing 𝑒 is obtained 

from the Weil pairing E [43], [49] by the formula: 𝑒(𝑃, 𝑄)  =  𝐸(𝑥 ×  𝑃, 𝑄), 

where 𝑥 is a root of 𝑋3  − 1 on 𝔽𝑃2. Then, the result of the multiplication of two 

encrypted messages 𝐶1, 𝐶2 is given by 

𝐶𝑚  =  𝑒(𝐶1, 𝐶2)  +  𝑟 ×  ℎ1, 

where ℎ1  =  𝑒(𝑔, ℎ) and 𝑟 is a random integer pick in [1, 𝑛].  

The decryption of 𝐶𝑚 is equal to the discrete logarithm of 𝑞1  × 𝐶𝑚 to the base 

𝑞1  ×  𝑔1:  

𝑚1𝑚2  =  𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑞1×𝑔1
 (𝑞1 × 𝐶𝑚. )  

where 𝑔1  =  𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔). 

5.2.7    Encryption for Sensor Networks 

Our contribution compared to existing secure data aggregation     In previous 

secure data aggregation protocols, security and data aggregation are often 

achieved together in a hop-by-hop manner. That is, data aggregators must decrypt 

every message they receive, aggregate the messages according to the 

corresponding aggregation function, and encrypt the aggregation result before 

forwarding it. Therefore, these techniques cannot provide data confidentiality at 

data aggregators and result in latency because of the decryption/encryption 

process. 
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Figure 5: Secure data aggregation in sensor networks 
 

 

In our previous work, we have proposed an encryption protocol that performs 

data aggregation without requiring the decryption of the sensor data at data 

aggregators. We adopt the following scenario as shown in Figure 5: after 

collecting information, each sensor node encrypts its data according to elliptic 

curve encryption (c.f. Section 5.2.3) and sends it to the nearest aggregator. Then, 

aggregators aggregate the received encrypted data (without decryption) and send 

it to the base station, which in its turn decrypts the data and aggregates it. We 

notice that all aggregators can do N additions and the final layer of aggregators 

can do one multiplication on encrypted data.  

Secure Aggregation: Computing the Arithmetic Mean   To compute the 

average of nodes measurements, aggregators can calculate the sum of the 

encrypted measurements and the number of nodes take these measurements and 

send it to the base station. More precisely, when using our scheme, each sensor 

encrypts its data 𝑥𝑖 to obtain 𝑐𝑥𝑖. The sensor then forwards 𝑐𝑥𝑖 to its parent, who 

aggregates all the 𝑐𝑥𝑗’s of its k children by simply adding them up. The resulting 

value and the encryption of k are then forwarded. The sink can thus compute the 

average value with all of these data. A same approach can be followed to compute 

the variance or the weighted mean. 

According to notations introduced in Def. 10, the 𝐴𝑔𝑔 function is defined by 

 

𝐴𝑔𝑔(𝐶1, 𝐶2, . . . , 𝐶𝑛)  =  (𝑛, 𝐶1  +  𝐶2 + . . . + 𝐶𝑛  +  𝑟ℎ)  ∈  𝐺, 

and so 𝑐(𝐶1, . . . , 𝐶𝑛)  =  𝐶1 + . . . + 𝐶𝑛  +  𝑟ℎ, with 𝑟 a random integer. 

5.2.8    Security study 

Due to hostile environments and unique characteristics of sensor networks, it is a 

challenging task to protect sensitive information transmitted by nodes to the end 

user. In addition, this type of networks has security problems that traditional 
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networks do not face. In this section, we outline a security study dedicated to 

wireless sensor networks. 

 

Table 2: Encryption policies and vulnerabilities 

Encryption policy   Possible attacks 
Sensors transmit readings without encryption Man-in-the middle 

Sensors transmit encrypted readings with 

permanent keys 

 

Known-plain text attack 

Chosen-plain text attack 

Man-in-the-middle 

Sensors transmit encrypted readings with 

dynamic keys 

None of above 

Our scheme None of above 

 

In a sensor network environment adversaries can commonly use the following 

attacks: 
 

 

Table 3: Encryption policies and aggregation 

Encryption policy    Data aggregation 

Sensors transmit readings without encryption 
Generating wrong aggregated 

results 

Sensors transmit encrypted readings with 

permanent keys 

 

Data aggregation is impossible, 

unless the aggregator has  

encryption keys 

Sensors transmit encrypted readings with 

dynamic keys 

Data aggregation cannot be 

achieved, unless the aggregator 

has encryption keys 

Our scheme Data aggregation can be 

achieved 
 

Known-plain text attack: They can use common key encryption to see when two 

readings are identical. By using nearby sensors under control, attackers can conduct a 

known-plain text attack. 

Chosen-plain text attack: Attackers can tamper with sensors to force them to 

predetermined values. 

Man-in-the-middle: They can inject false readings or resend logged readings from 

legitimate sensor motes to manipulate the data aggregation process. 

In Tables 2, 3 and similar to [46], we present a comparison between different 

encryption policies and possible attacks. In our method, as data are encrypted by 

public keys, and these public keys are sent by the sink to the sole authenticated 

motes, the wireless sensor network is then not vulnerable to a Man-in-the-middle 

attacks. On the other hand, our approach guarantees that for two similar texts 

gives two different cryptograms, which prevents the Chosen-plain text attacks and 

the Man-in-the-middle attacks. Finally, as the proposed scheme possesses the 
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homomorphic property, data aggregation is done without decryption, and no 

private key is used in the network. 

5.3    Experimental Results 

5.3.1    Evaluation of the homomorphic approach 

In this section we present some practical issues to our data encryption model. 

Firstly, we study the sizes of the encryption keys and we compare it to existing 

approaches. Then, we show how we can optimize the sizes of cryptograms in 

order to save more sensors energy.  

Sizes of the Keys  Cryptograms are points of the elliptic curve 𝜀 . They are 

constituted by couples of integer coordinates lesser than or equal to 𝑝 =  𝑙𝑞1𝑞2 −
1. 

It is commonly accepted [50], [51] that for being secure until 2020, a 

cryptosystem: 

• must have 𝑝 ≈ 2161, for EC systems over 𝔽𝑝, 

• must satisfy 𝑝 ≈ 21881 for classical asymmetric systems, such as RSA or 

ElGamal on 𝔽𝑝. 

Thus, for the same level of security, using elliptic curve cryptography does not 

demand high keys sizes, contrary to the case of RSA or ElGamal on 𝔽𝑝. The use 

of small keys leads to small cryptograms and fast operations for encryption. 

Reducing the Size of Cryptograms    In this section we show how we can reduce 

the size of cryptograms while using ECC. This is benefit for sensor nodes in terms 

of reducing energy consumption by sending data with smaller size. The messages 

are encrypted with 𝑞2 bits, which leads to cryptograms with a mean of 160 bits 

long. 

Let us suppose that 𝑝 ≡ 3 (mod 4). As the cryptogram is an element (𝑥, 𝑦) of 

𝜀, which is defined by 𝑦2 = 𝑥3 + 1, we can compress this cryptogram (𝑥, 𝑦) to 

(𝑥, 𝑦 mod 2)) before sending it to the aggregator (as the value of 𝑦2 is known). In 

this situation, we obtain cryptograms with a mean of 81 bits long for messages 

between 20 and 40 bits long. 

To decompress the cryptogram (𝑥, 𝑖),  the aggregator must compute 𝑧 =

 𝑥3  + 1 mod 𝑝  and 𝑦 =  √𝑧 mod 𝑝 , which can be written as 𝑦 =

 𝑧(𝑝+1) 4⁄ mod 𝑝, then: 

• if 𝑦 ≡  𝑖(𝑚𝑜𝑑 2), then the decompression of (𝑥, 𝑖) is (𝑥, 𝑦). 

• else the decompression point is (𝑥, 𝑝 −  𝑦). 

We compared our approach to the well-known RSA cryptosystem, concerning 

the average energy consumption of an aggregating wireless sensor network. In 

this comparison, we considered a network formed of 500 sensor nodes, each on is 

equipped by a battery of 100 units capacity. We consider that the energy 

consumption ”𝐸” of a node is proportional to the computational time t, i.e., 𝐸 =
 𝑘𝑡. The same coefficient of proportionality 𝑘 is taken while comparing the two 
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encryption scenarios. Sensor nodes are then connected to 50 aggregators chosen 

randomly. Each sensor node chooses the nearest aggregator. The running of each 

simulation is as follows: each sensor node takes a random value, encrypts it using 

one of the encryption methods then sends it to its aggregator. Aggregators 

compute the sum of the encrypted received data and send it to the sink. 

Figure 6 gives the comparison between RSA and elliptic curve based 

encryption. We can notice that our approach saves the energy largely greater than 

the case of RSA, where its depletion is so fast (time in seconds). Finally let us 

notice that, in addition of reducing the amount of energy units (of the battery) 

needed for encryption and aggregation, the sink receives many more values per 

second in EC-based networks than in RSA-based one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Comparison of energy consumption 
 

 

6    Conclusion 

In this document, a rigorous framework for security in wireless sensor 

networks has been formalized. The definition of a communication system in 

WSNs has been introduced, and security properties (indistinguability, 

nonmalleability, and message detection resistance) have been formalized in that 

context. Furthermore, the definitions of secure scheduling and secure aggregation, 

specific to such networks, have been given too. With this theoretical framework, 

it has been possible to evaluate the security of a scheduling scheme based on the 

BBS cryptographically secure PRNG, and of a secure communication protocol on 

WSN compatible with aggregation. This proposed scheme helps sensor networks 

beside the security saving energy. It permits the generation of shorter encryption 

asymmetric keys, which is so important in the case of sensor networks. Moreover, 

it allows nodes to encrypt and aggregate data without the need of high 
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computations. Then, the proposed approach provides a scheduling method 

preventing all the nodes to be active at the same time. It defines a subset of the 

deployed nodes to be active while the other nodes can sleep. Thus, nodes in sleep 

mode reduce their energy consumption. The experimental results show that our 

method significantly reduces computation and communication overhead 

compared to other works, and can be practically implemented in on-the-shelf 

sensor platforms.  

 

Although this paper presents a complete security framework, in the future 

work we plan to make a classification of attacks that the adversary can achieve 

depending on the data he has access to. Our desire is to distinguish between 

several levels of security into each category of malicious attacks, from the 

weakest one to the strongest one. Then, we intend to enlarge the number of 

security properties that can be established for a WSN. Existing scheduling, 

aggregation, or communication protocols on wireless sensor networks will have 

their security evaluated. The scheduling process given in example will be 

integrated to our proposed network architecture based on elliptic curve, and the 

resulted network will be completely evaluated, both for security and energy 

consumption. Finally, new original solutions being both efficient and secure will 

be investigated thanks to the theoretical framework introduced here. 

Disclosure Policy:  The authors declare that there is no conflict of interests 

regarding the publication of this article. 
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